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CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1
The Mystery Game



One rainy night in New York City, there was a fourteen
year old boy named Tony. He was alone because his
parents went abroad to work. They sacrificed
themselves not to be with their son just to give him a
better life but Tony didn't even understand that. All he
knew was they left him alone so he grabbed the chance
not to go to school and spend his time playing on his
computer instead. He became a lazy boy and got hooked
on playing games. While he was playing a game, there
was a mystery game suddenly advertised on his screen
saying, "Do you want to survive?" which made him feel
thrilled so when he clicked the advertisement, it brought
him to the unknown site of this mysterious game
"Survival Craft". He felt a bit strange about the game but
he gave it a try. After a few minutes of playing, he had so
much fun. He thought about his best friend, Tina who
was very studious and brave. So he called and asked her
"Hey Bestie, would you like to come over and play games
with me tonight?" She wanted to say to his best friend
that she had to study and prepare for their upcoming
exam but she couldn't say "No" to him so she just replied
"Okay Bestie! I'll be there in an hour." And then they
hanged up.



Tony started to prepare some snacks for his best friend
and while he was waiting for her he went back playing
the game. Suddenly, he heard thunder roll and saw the
lightning flashing so he got really scared so he covered
himself up with a blanket then a few minutes later, the
phone rang. He answered the call and it was his best
friend saying "Bestie, I'm sorry I can't make it tonight. My
mom didn't want me to go because of the weather and
need to study for..." He just sighed "okay, let's just play
next time." Then hanged up the phone and went back to
his bed. When he checked the clock, it was already five
passed ten. It was late at night but he wanted to call his
parents to feel better, but they weren't answering the
call, he kept on phoning them and said "Please pick up
the phone mom..." Then the thunder rolled again so it
made him feel so scared and accidentally dropped his
phone. So he decided to stop playing the mysterious
game and went to his bed and fell asleep. An hour later,
Tony suddenly woke up and started to ask himself "W-w-
where am I? Am I d-d-dreaming?" He stammered. He's
slapping his face to wake himself from dreaming but it
didn't work. He really couldn't believe his eyes that he's
in a different world, a world that he saw in a game he is
playing, "Survival Craft".



"How did I even go here?" he asked. He got up and saw a
book beside him. He read it and there were instructions
and guidelines how to survive. He screamed and said
"Why is this happening to me?" So he immediately
followed what's in the book and went to the nearest
tree. He took ten log blocks and used them to make a
pickaxe, a shovel, and an axe. He used the pickaxe to
mine stones and minerals. He used an axe to get the
wood and make a house. It took him three days to build
his own house. He also got diamonds, emeralds, coals,
iron and gold ingots. He used these minerals to
improvise his tools that he made. He also stored some
fruits that he got from the trees. After a long tiring day,
he got some rest and thought about his family and
friends. "I wished they're here with me." he sighed.



CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 2
The Obsidian



"Cock-a-doodle-dooooooo..." the rooster crowed and Tony
woke up with astonishment when he saw six people
were looking at his chest. "Who are you and what do you
want from me?" he squealed. He got cornered by them
so he used his enchanted diamond sword and hit them
without hesitation. "arrghh! Why did you do that?" the boy
groaned. You were glaring at me and tried to take my
properties, he said. "No, we have no intentions to hurt or
steal anything from you", the boy explained. "Then why are
you here?" Tony replied. "I know you won't believe us but
we're also trapped in this game like you." "We have to help
each other." the boy said. "Okay" Tony said. He handed
them the guide book and they studied it. "Come on! Let’s
do our best to get out of this game" Tony said bravely. He
told them that they have to follow the guide book to
survive so they can get out of the game. Before they
start to work as a team, they introduced themselves to
Tony. “Hi, I am Yunda and these are my friends, Luna, Lucy,
Heidi, Dok-Gae, and Fauna. We have been trapped here for
a week now.” “Nice to meet you, my name is Tony.” After
having a small talk, they started to talk about their plans.
Tony handed the guide book to Yunda.



“Here’s the guide book, we need to follow everything to get
out from this game.” Tony said. “I need to show you
something first, Tony” Yunda said. They headed to the
woods and showed him the big wall of rock and has five
patterns engraved on it. “Whoaah! What are those?” Tony
asked. “Probably this is the answer to get us out.” “Maybe
we need to find all these things.” Yunda said. “Ah huh! We
have to tell this to our friends right now.” Tony and Yunda
immediately went back home and discussed the plans
that they have to do. After a small discussion, they
divided themselves into two groups. The first group was
mining the minerals and making tools while the second
group was getting some woods and food. They read the
guide book and follow the next step. The next step was
to make an Obsidian. Obsidian is a type of rock made by
lava and water. “I know where we can find lava” Yunda
told Tony. So they got some water from the lake and
they headed to the cave and mountains to get some
lava. When they got back, they mixed the water and lava
to make Obsidian. "Why are we making o-o-bedience?"
Dok-Gae asked. "It's Obsidian" Tony said. “This is probably
the way to get us out” Yunda said.



So everybody was very busy to work on the Obsidian.
When they were done working on the Obsidian, they
lighted it and suddenly they saw the purple beams
swirling. “What is that thing?” Dok-Gae asked. “I don’t
actually know but what I know is we need to go through this
thing.” Tony said. So they got through the portal
together. Just for few seconds, they got into the place.
They saw a name Xether on the banner that hanged on
the tree. “Guys, I think this Xether place is so creepy” Luna
said. When they started to walk around the place, they
heard a screeching sound then they saw different
creatures in front of them. “G-g-g-ghooooost!” Dok-Gae
exclaimed. “What are we going to do now, Tony?” Yunda
asked. “Let’s fight them.” Tony said bravely, so they fought
with the ghosts, blazes, and zombies. After killing the
creatures, they turned into dust. Then they saw
something luminous and bright. They walked forward
and came close to that thing. They saw a luminous star
“Woaaah! A golden star!” Dok-Gae said. “I think that is one
of the patterns that we found.” Yunda said. “You’re right my
friend, and we need five more patterns to complete them.”
Tony explained. So they kept it in the bag and looked for
a place to rest.



While walking, they saw a big area with some crops that
had grown on the other side of the village. He called his
friends "Hey guys! Can you see what I'm seeing right now?"
Tony yelled. “Let’s get some!” Fauna said. They got some
food to eat and had some sleep under the tree. The next
day, they went to every house and asked the villagers to
help them.There was a villager offered his house for
them to stay. “Thank you so much for letting us to stay in
your house” Tony said. “We will help you protect your
village from danger” he added. “Thank you! We’ll help each
other?” The villager replied. Then Tony and his friends
started to guard the village and help other villagers to
harvest the crops. They made and kept lots of pastries
for their supplies of food. The villagers were very
friendly and felt secured because of the protection that
Tony and his friends were giving. After having dinner, all
the villagers were about to sleep but, Tony and his
friends were still guarding the village. A few moments
later, they heard a howling sound came from the dark
side of the village; they bravely looked for it and saw the
wolves came toward them but didn’t even bite or attack
them. “Why they aren’t attacking us?” the boy said. “They
probably hungry” Tony answered.



So they gave the wolves some food then they munched
the food right away. “Hmmm, I’ve got an idea!” Tony said.
“We could actually train these wolves and help us fight
against the creatures.” “By this way, we can easily finish and
get out of this game.” He added. “Oh yeah! That’s a great
idea, Tony!” Dok-Gae said. After the training and
preparations, the Pillagers attacked the village. Pillagers
looked like humans with blue skin. Tony and his friends
fought with their enchanted bows and swords. After the
fight, they celebrated with a feast of food and beverages.
They put the spare tools in a big box and went mining
for stones and ores. They went to sleep and waited for
the next day. Tony woke up early but he noticed that
Heidi, Yunda, and Luna were not in their bed. Suddenly,
he heard a growling sound coming from his stomach. He
checked the food box and found five cans of cooked
salmon. He was as hungry as a bear but he only opened
two cans of cooked salmon. After breakfast, he checked
around the village and saw some grown carrots,
potatoes and wheat. He made cookies and bread for
breakfast. Next, he searched the axe inside the box and
went to the nearby forest to get some woods. Then he
went hunting for skeletons and spiders.



He got a lot of bones, arrows, bows, and strings. He used
the wood and string to make a fishing rod. Tony went to
the nearest shoreline and started fishing. While he was
fishing, he thought, ‘Why aren’t there any more rivers?'. He
got an idea. He got his shovel and dug the ground to
make a long path just in front of the waterway. Then he
explained to his friend that they could get water and fish
there every night. The next day, Tony woke up and ate
the salmon he cooked yesterday. Next, he got a stone
pickaxe and made a secret room by traveling the
waterway. It was their secret storage room. They put a
lot of boxes and put all their precious items. When they
got home, he went fishing and he went to sleep.



CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 3
The Stone Wall



Tony couldn’t sleep last night after he had a nightmare.
He dreamt about his parents who were worried sick
because of him. “I really miss my mom and my dad, I really
need to finish this freaking game to be with them again” he
sobbed. So he strolled himself outside to get some fresh
air and thought about some new plans. While walking
around the village, he saw an enormous natural cave; he
got curious so he went inside with his torch. Deep down
the cave, he jumped out of his skin when he saw a lot of
diamonds.  “OH! MY! GOD!” he said. “I think this is another
pattern that we need.” Tony rushed to the village and saw
the diamonds to them. “Great work, Tony! We only need
three more patterns” Yunda said. They went back to the
big cave and mined. After mining, he found two hundred
bees and made a cage for them. He fed all of them. He
said, ”Where are Yunda and Heidi? I haven’t seen them
since this morning.” They got worried and went on patrol.
While they were searching, Yunda and Heidi ran toward
them, screaming their heads off! Luna said, “What’s
wrong?” Luna asked. “Ah, ah, ah, monsters alert!!!” Yunda
squealed. Suddenly, in the woods, they heard a loud
growling sound. Yunda and Heidi screamed,
“Aaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh!” and then they ran.



Suddenly, he saw thousands of zombies, skeletons,
spiders, creepers, and all kinds of monsters. They all ran
away. In the village, Tony spawned 300 iron golems who
protected the villagers. They made and buried some
traps underground. Also, they put 20 trained wolves and
30 cats in front of the village. When they were done
preparing their defense, Tony stood up next to the big
yellow bell and then, he banged it to call everybody’s
attention. He reminded the villagers to stay inside their
houses. They put the red stone lamp which meant,
‘DANGER! DON’T COME OUT FROM YOUR HOUSES!’ They put
some fences around the villagers’ houses and enchanted
as much armor and diamond swords as possible. Then
they waited for the monsters to come. One peaceful
night at the village, people were sleeping while Tony and
his friends were a bit sleepy but they were trying to be
wide awake to secure the village. Suddenly, they were
hearing the tree branches creaking. “What is that creepy
sound?” Fauna asked. “I think there’s something
approaching to our village, we must get ready guys!” Tony
said. Then suddenly they heard a big explosion from the
place where they buried the traps and the red stone
lamp alarmed.



“Oh my goodness! They’re all coming!” Yunda said. 
“Villagers! Stay inside and don’t panic!” Tony exclaimed. All
at once, they activated the trap and the zombies fell in a
giant hole. Their plan to kill the creatures went well.
Suddenly, they saw something luminous again. It was
coming from that hole. It was an Ore. “It must be the third
pattern!” Tony exclaimed. “We’re getting closer to the final
game” Yunda said. Everybody cheered for their victory.
“Well, I guess these creatures will never ever go back to this
village again.” Luna said, “Thank you so much for saving us!
You guys have a golden heart” one of the villagers said.
“It’s really an honor for us to protect this village, our family”
Yunda said. Everybody was so happy to live peacefully
now in their village. While Tony was having a rest, he
was thinking about the three items or patterns they got,
the golden star, the diamond, and the golden ore.   He
murmured to his friends after lunch. “I think I found a
way to get back to the real world! Come on guys!”



CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4
A Trip To The Moon



Tony and his friends rushed to the stone wall. They took
out all the items they got from the bag. Yunda looked at
the stone wall and saw the patterns. “The patterns were
engraved like shape of a star, a diamond and an ore.”
Yunda said. So Tony put the first pattern which was the
golden star, the diamond and the ore in the holes. It
shone brightly when he placed the items one by one.
“Woaaah, they fit perfectly!” Dok-gae said. “We need to find
two more items and I assure you guys that we’ll be with our
families again” Tony said. “Let’s just trust one another!”
Fauna added. Then suddenly they saw purple light
gleaming in the woods. “What’s that?” Dok-Gae
wondered. “It’s the Obsidian”. Yunda said. “Come on guys,
let’s go there” Tony said. They headed to the woods and
saw the Obsidian gleaming. “Why is it gleaming?” Dok-gae
asked. “Perhaps we have to get through the portal again.”
Tony said. “Let’s go guys” Fauna said. So they got through
the portal together. When they opened their eyes, it was
dark and they saw large bowl-shaped cavity in the
ground. “Where are we this time?” Dok-Gae asked. “Are we
in outer space?” Fauna asked. “I think we are landing on
the moon” Tony said. “I can see craters, so we are on the
moon” Tony added. “Why this Obsidian brought us here?”
Luna asked. “Probably the fourth item will be found



here” Yunda said. “Now let’s find the next item” Tony
said. While they were around, Tony saw someone lied on
the ground. He came closer and found out it was his
best friend Tina. He woke her up and called his friends.
“Wake up, bestie, wake up!” Tony exclaimed.   “W-w-what
happened? Where am I” Tina stammered. “You’re in the
game! Why are you here, how did you get here?“ Tony
asked. “I was at your house because you didn’t call me for
couple of weeks already. Then I found the key and used it to
get into your house. When I looked around, no one was
there. Then I went to your room. I saw that your computer
was on. I looked at the game you were playing and then I
tried it.” ”and t-t-then when I was getting off the chair
suddenly there was a beam of light shot from your
computer and surrounded me. Then when I woke up, I was
here and I don’t even understand“ Tina explained. “But
don’t worry Bestie, we’ll be coming home soon enough!”
Tony promised to Tina. “We just need to find something in
here, the fourth item” Tony added. So everybody started
to find the fourth item. They dug the ground like they
didn’t even know where to find the fourth item. But they
noticed that there was an area that they haven’t dug yet.
It looked different.



The surface of the ground was uneven. So they dug and
dug until they saw something luminous again. “It’s an
ingot” Yunda said. “How did you know it is an ingot?”
Tony asked. “I just saw one from the villagers before but
this ingot looks different from that” Yunda explained.
“Great! So this Blue ingot is the fourth item we need.” Then
suddenly the Obsidian appeared. “It’s time go back! Come
on guys” Dok-Gae said. After going through the portal,
they went back to the village and headed to the stone
wall. They placed the blue ingot into the hole. “It fits
again!” Tony said. “We only need one item left” Yunda
said. “Yeah! But the last item here would be formed as
heart shaped” Fauna said staring at the stone wall.
“You’re right, Fauna! That’s what we’re going to find”
Luna said “But where can we find the last item?” Tina
wondered. “I don’t know but we’ll find out” Tony said.



CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 5
The Key



One night, Tony was so scared. He was running down
the mountain with his friends. Then the ashes were all
over the sky and the lava was flowing behind them.
Everybody panicked and stampeded. Yunda grabbed
Tony’s arm to stop him. Rocks were falling from the cliff.
Then the oozing lava was flowing onto them… Then
suddenly Tony woke up screaming with all his friends!
“AAGGHH!” They all screamed. They were all confused.
They were running down the mountain. But, now they
were all in their beds. “Did you….” ”You too?” ”What! OMG ”
“I am getting crazy!!!” they felt relieved after realizing that
it was just a dream. But they were still worried about
what they had dreamt about. “We need to stay calm and
be ready for anything,” Tony said. They called it as a bad
sign. Later that day, they got worried again when they
heard a big explosion. Then suddenly, the house started
to fall apart! Luckily, Tony jumped off to his friend’s side
of the house before it was too late. He wondered why
the ground suddenly cracked. When he went out of their
house, he saw the villagers were panicking. Then there
was a villager accidentally fell in the big crack.



Luckily, another villager came to rescue him. Then they
saw that there was bubbling lava flowing. “This can’t be
happening!” Tony exclaimed. He heard a big creaking
sound and saw that the crack came from the nearest
mountain. At that moment, they felt so scared and
hopeless because the lava came pouring down the
mountain. But Tony kept encouraging them to be brave
and finished the game together. So they planned how to
survive from that flowing lava. They started to construct
a barrier and a bridge to the forest so the lava would
stop flowing to their village. “The construction went well
guys!” Tina said. “We just have to believe that we’ll get
through this” Yunda said. Then they went back to their
house and rested While Tony stayed outside and
thought about something. “We need to get out of this
place” “We need to find the last pattern” he added. Then
suddenly he saw something gleaming from the place
where the Obsidian was located. Tony knew that the
portal was needed so he rushed into the woods without
telling his friends and went through the portal alone.
When he got into a new place, he walked around and
started to feel the butterflies in his stomach. “Where
should I find the last item we need?”



“What if I don’t survive here?” “How can I get back home?”
he asked himself with fear. Then suddenly he saw a
sparkling tree in the distance. He came closer and felt
hungry so he picked a fruit from a tree. “This is so
delicious!” “I’ve never eaten this kind of fruit in my whole
life,” Tony said. So he picked more fruits and noticed that
one of the fruits he picked was totally different from the
others. It looked like a sparkling blue apple-shaped
with white stars around it. “Woah! This is so beautiful!” he
exclaimed. Tony didn’t hesitate to try it so he munched
the fruit right away. While he was munching it, he
started to feel something hard in his mouth so he spits it
out. “Ugghhh! What is that thing!” He couldn’t believe his
eyes. He saw something glistening. “T-t-the last pattern!!!”
“It’s the k-k-key!” Tony cried. So stood up and ran to the
portal immediately. “I’m coming home Mom and Dad” he
muttered. Then he jumped off through the portal and
came back to the village. He headed to their house.
When he was close to their house, he saw his friends
having dinner and he heard them complaining about
something “I’m so sick of this game” “How can we even find
the last item?” “I don’t want to die here” “I want to go
home!”



They cried. Then Tony opened the door forcefully and
told his friends his great news. “I found the last item
guys!!!” he announced. “H-h-how did you find it? And where
on earth have you been? We’ve been looking for you
everywhere!” Yunda wondered. “It’s not important where I
found it, Yunda. The important is I found the last item and
we can go home now!” he exclaimed happily. Then
everybody cheered and gave him a triple high five. “Now!
Let’s go to the stone wall!” Tina said. When they got there,
everybody felt nervous and excited. “Are you guys ready?”
Tony asked. “Yes! We are but be careful!” Tina said. Then
Tony took the sparkling key out of his bag. His hands
were trembling and slowly placed the item to the stone
wall. “It does fit!” Tony said. “But why are we still here?” he
wondered. Then suddenly the flashes of light burst out
momentarily, then vanished just as inexplicably fast.
Everybody was dazzled by the light that came out from
the stone wall. When Tony opened his eyes, he didn’t
see his friends then he noticed that he was back in his
bedroom with Tina that laid next to him. “Bestie! Wake
up! Wake up!” Tony exclaimed “W-w-what happened?” she
asked scratching her eyes.



“We are finally home!” Tony exclaimed happily. ”Oh yeah!
We did it, Bestie!” she replied. Then suddenly they
thought about their friends they met in the game. “I hope
they’re fine and happy now that they are home with their
family” Tony muttered. “Of course! They are! I just wish we
could see them again!” Tina sighed. “It was a thrilling and
challenging game for us, wasn’t it?" Tony said. “Well yeah! I
agree with that but I will never go back there again!” Tina
said. Then Tony just remembered his parents, “Mom?
Dad?” he yelled. He ran to their bedroom and looked for
them all over the house. “Where are they? Aren’t they
home yet?” Tony wondered. He looked at the calendar
noticed that his parents will be coming home next week,
but when he checked his phone and got several miscalls
and text messages from his parents. He phoned them
right away and talked to his mom “Oh my goodness son!
What happened to you? I’ve been calling you several times
but you were not answering!” “We are so worried sick about
you!” “We are about to go to the airport now and come
home” His mom exclaimed with worries. “Mom, calm
down! I’m fine, don’t worry about me. I have a lot of stories
to tell” Tony explained. “Thank God! But we will be home



by tomorrow, I miss you, son!” “I miss you, mom! See you at
the airport tomorrow!” Tony said with excitement. The
next day, Tony met Tina at school. “Hey! Welcome back to
school, Nerd!” Tony told to Tina. “No! I’m welcoming you
for coming back to school!” Tina teased Tony. They
laughed at each other and headed to their classroom.
Then suddenly their teacher entered their classroom,
“Class, I would like to introduce your new classmates. Please
stand up and let’s welcome them!” The teacher
announced. “Here they are! I would like you to meet Luna,
Heidi, Dok-Gae, Fauna, and Yunda! Let’s welcome them” the
teacher said. Everybody greeted and gave them a round
of applause. Tony and Tina couldn’t believe their eyes
when they saw their friends so they quickly went to the
front to see their friends closely. “OMG! I can’t believe you
guys are here!” Tony exclaimed. “I’m so happy to see you
guys!” Tina said hugging them. “We are very happy to see
you again and now we’ll be seeing each other again every
single day!” Yunda said. “I’m looking forward to that!” Tony
said. “Okay, class! You may take your seats and we’ll start in
a bit.” The teacher said. Then every day after class they
spent their time together.
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